
NKT Lighthouse – more capacity for the green transformation

Third tallest tower in Sweden

Read more

NET ZERO EMISSIONS – NKT commits to the Science Based Target initiative
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Aug 24, 2021

Sustainable offshore power supply at Aqua Nor in Norway

Jul 23, 2021

Digitalizing our project documentation in Australia

Learn more

HIGH VOLTAGE ONSHORE

SuedLink & SuedOstLink - NKT is a major supplier for the corridor projects

Underground HVDC cable systems for sustainable renewable energy integration

Read more about this

REFERENCE MAP

Explore our largest projects in a map

We deliver sustainable solutions for a lifetime and for generations to come.

Learn more
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Bringing power to the world
From Low Voltage to High Voltage – find the right cables for your needs

PRODUCTS & SOLUTIONS

High Voltage Cable Solutions

High voltage solutions through extensive product range and customized offers.

Learn more

PRODUCTS & SOLUTIONS

Medium Voltage Cables

NKT medium voltage cables ensure greatest possible value for network owners.

Learn more

PRODUCTS & SOLUTIONS

Low Voltage Cables

NKT low voltage cable range offer solutions from building wires to different cable types such as Flexible, Control, and Telecom Energy

cables.

Learn more
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Connecting power supplies all over the world
Find the right cable accessories for your projects

PRODUCTS & SOLUTIONS

High Voltage Cable Accessories

We manufacture and market high-quality cables, accessories and solutions.

Learn more

PRODUCTS & SOLUTIONS

Medium Voltage Cable Accessories

NKT MV cable accessories up to 42 kV - safe solutions with reliable functions.

Learn more

We complete our portfolio with various Cable Services and Technology Consulting
Always prepared for your company needs

Cable Services

With NKT Cable Service, you are always prepared for the unexpected

Learn more 4 / 7
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Learn more

Technology Consulting

A resource to provide support tailored to meet your technical challenges.

Learn more

REFERENCES

Stories we are proud to tell

From Low Voltage to High Voltage - we have a lot to share

All about our latest projects

Events
Where you can meet us.

Show all
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Sep 14, 2021 - Sep 16, 2021

Cables Europe

Cables Europe Maritim Hotel, Cologne, Germany Cables Europe is an international conference for polymeric materials in wire and cable.

Running for two decades, this event has proven...

Sep 22, 2021 - Sep 23, 2021

Mainzer Kabelforum

Carsten Wolff, Vice President HV Onshore Cable Projects at NKT will be presenting about „High-voltage cable solution for increasing

energy demand in cities for example through e...

Learn more

From Cable Producer to Full-Service Partner

Since 1891 NKT has pioneered the cable industry. We started out with developing – at the time – highly innovative low voltage cables

(LV) during the second industrial revolution. Our cables supported the transition from steam and waterpower to electricity and helped

build the basis for modern convenient life as we know it.

Today we partner with our customers in the energy sector to create a safe and sustainable future in a world increasingly depending on

power.

Over the years, our understanding of the role we play in society has changed us from being merely a cable manufacturer relentlessly

improving the quality and durability of our cables to becoming a full-service trusted partner.  By adding first medium voltage cables (MV)

and later high voltage cables (HV) to our portfolio of products, we have become a leading cable supplier within Europe. However,

sometimes cables break and need repair and some cables need to be exchanged by higher power levels to meet the society's needs for

more energy. And so our focus has consequently expanded. By incorporating cable accessories, 24-hour service and a state-of-the-art

cable laying vessel into our offering we can meet the demands of our growing number of customers and partnerships.

We pride ourselves in solving our customers real-life challenges everyday, while providing lasting value to the world’s power grids. Feel

free to contact us, we are always happy to share our expertise and discuss future mutual opportunities.
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Contact at NKT

Find the right NKT contacts for your region here.

Contact us

Sign up now

PRODUCTS & SOLUTIONS

High Voltage Cable Solutions

High Voltage Cable Accessories

Medium Voltage Cables

Medium Voltage Cable Accessories

Low Voltage Cables

Cable Services

Technology Consulting

ABOUT NKT

News & Press

Our Story

Investors

Code of Conduct

YOUR CAREER

Career Portal

CONTACT US

Find your contact person or learn about our locations

Get in Touch

REPORT YOUR CONCERN

Whistleblower Hotline

FOLLOW US

Fair, sustainable - and accountable

© NKT A/S

Terms and Conditions Data Privacy Policy
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